


Elegant Ever After  
Ginko & Mini Ginko 
 
2016, when MATSU celebrates her 20th 
birthday, she returns to the seed of hope and 
creates Ginko and Mini Ginko chair collections 
to mark the 20 years of growth and the never-to-
be-changed elegance.  
 

Ginko tree， 
Old and elegant, weathering changes and 
remaining strong. Botanists consider it as the 
“living fossil” in botany.  
 
MATSU’s Ginko and Mini Ginko collections, 
through the lens of the Gingko tree, once again 
showcase the brand’s quality and vitality to the 
world.  



Ginko has elegant curves, a little 
aggressive on the corners, which 
represents the company in her 20-year 
history: light, elegant, sophisticated and 
confident. 
 
The one-piece back and seat give 
Ginko a modern look. Headrest and 
armrests represent the natural and 
beautiful curves of a Gingko tree leaf. 

Ginko 
has elegant curves, a little aggressive on the corners 



Ginko creates a relatively private space in a public area. All you 
need to do is to lie down and curl between the two giant leaves, 
undisturbed by anyone and enjoying a moment of peace through 
reading or just having a rest. 

To be hugged by a chair 



Ginko also can be cool. 



Mini Ginko diminishes the intense order of a meeting 
room or a negotiation space. With curvy vitality, it 
makes the hard business feeling vanish. It is how a 
piece of furniture could turn around an entire space. 
Polished aluminum alloy star-feet balance the chair well 
between seriousness and vigor, business and relaxation. 

Mini Ginko 
Curve goes where life power goes 



Polished aluminum alloy star-feet , 
 
balance the chair well between 
seriousness and vigor, business and 
relaxation. 



Vigor and vitality 



Deutsche Vermoegensberatung 
AG is the largest integrated 
financial service provider in 
Germany. Back to several 
months ago, its branch office in 
Braak, a tiny town in Northern 
Germany, replanned and 
redesigned the office space and 
created a fresh start for the 
environment. 
  

A chair for every office 



Pleasant chat 
Comfortable、Private 







In the mechanical space, 

Ginko sends out its strong vitality 



Enjoy reading time   
Quiet and warm 
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